
Prepare for a big wave ! 
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Problem we are trying to solve
We are trying to protect a house from a tsunami !



Materials
Sticks                   |                  Rocks 

Cardboard            |                  Grass 

Water                    |                  leafs 

Flat surface           |                  Dirt 

Tape                      |             Pipe cleaners          

TREE



Criteria 
The house needs to stay still and stay in place after the tsunami, two stories, make 
it look like a regular house . 



Resources

-  Rocks 
- Tape 
- Glue 
- Paint
- Lego
-  Popsicle sticks
-



Constraints
The amount and cost of materials we have could limit our project .



Research
A tsunami is a giant wave of water flows farther and farther inland, tossing ships,
flattening buildings, and even lifting trains off of their tracks.

A buildings shape , height , and construction materials all affect its ability to 
withstand force . 

Raising the building above the level of water can help protect the house from the 
tsunami . 

Strong/large pillars can help hold up the house or along with a flat surface.



Design
Colorful 

Nature filled 

Presentable 

Pretty 

Big 

Long 



Procedure
1. Gather materials listed on the other page
2. Begin gluing the materials into place
3. Gather water in a bucket
4. Create a wave with the water
5. Record results



Building and testing prototypes



Limitations
The restraint  of water , materials, cost to build in real life . 



Results and data        Before;
After the tsunami , the house did survive ! We

Reached our purpose.During the tsunami , 

The color started to fade/disappear 

However , after the tsunami the wall and roof 

Did stay together along with the floor surface . 

Nothing

Fell apart. The only negative affect the tsuna-

Mi had on the house was the color fading.    After

                                                                           



Conclusion
In Conclusion , We successfully protected the house from the tsunami . We think 
next time we should add  pillars for the bottom to trap water and save the outside.



Resources
● Savvas Realize
● https://www.exploratorium.edu/faultline/damage/building.html
● https://nws.weather.gov/nthmp/documents/designingfortsunamis.pdf

https://www.exploratorium.edu/faultline/damage/building.html
https://nws.weather.gov/nthmp/documents/designingfortsunamis.pdf

